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The problem of defining a convolution of operator-valued measures defined on a 
locally compact semitopological semigroup which represent weakly compact 
operators is considered in this paper. Convolution of the corresponding weakly 
compact operators is then defined. A characterization of multipliers on function 
spaces is given in terms of their representing measures. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let A, B be locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces, S be a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, and let 9(S) be the family of Bore1 
subsets of S, i.e., the u-algebra generated by the open subsets of S. We 
denote by C,(S,A) the algebra of continuous functions from S to A 
vanishing at infinity endowed with the uniform norm and let L[A, B] be the 
space of bounded linear operators from A to B. Bounded linear operators 
T: C&A) + B are represented by measures P: 9(S) -+ L[A,B”] in, for 
example, Brooks and Lewis [5] and Batt and Berg [3], where B” is the 
second dual of B. It is known that if T is a weakly compact operator then its 
representing measure g takes its value in L[A, B]. 
In the remainder of this paper A is a Banach algebra. The function algebra 
C,(S,A) is simply denoted by C,(S) if A = C, the set of all the complex 
numbers. Let C,,(S) &A be the completion of the algebraic tensor product 
C,,(S) @ A with respect to the cross norm. Then it is well known that 
C,(s, A) = C,(S) 6 A, where the equation indicates isometry between the 
two spaces. For e E 9(S), x E A, 1, @ x may be viewed as an element of 
Ci(S, A) (see, for example, [5, Lemma 2.11 and [7, Lemma 2.31). Recall 
that C$(S,A) is again a Banach algebra with respect to either of the two 
Arens products. The Arens product used in this paper is always the left 
Arens product. Duncan and Hosseiniun [ 111 is a convenient reference for 
this product. 
For a Hausdorff topological semigroup S, convolution of vector measures 
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p, v: B(S)+,4 which represent weakly compact operators: C,(S)+ A is 
defined by 
in Duchdn [lo] and White [ 161 for the cases where S is a compact abelian 
semigroup and locally compact semitopological semigroup, respectively. 
Let B(A) be the unit ball of A and let 9(S) be the collection of all the 
Bore1 partitions of S. For a finitely additive set function v: 9(S) -+ L [A, A”] 
we say that the functionf: S -+ A is v-integrable if there is y” f A” such that 
for any E > 0 there is a partition P, E ,.9’(S) such that if P = (ei\ is any 
refinement of P,, then 
II 
y" - k v(e,) xi < c 
i=l II 
for any choice of xi Ef(ei) (i = 1, 2,..., n). We write y” = ]fdv. 
In view of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 of [ 51 we mention that the above 
definition of integration is equivalent to the bilinear integration theory used 
in [5] for the case where v is of finite semivariation V(v), where 
for e E 9(S) and V(v) = V(v, S). We should note that the semivariation V 
defined here differs from that in [ 161. In fact S,(v, S) < V(v), where 
S&v, S) = sup 
1 Iliz,a~ve~ II- 
5 ( .) * C, lail < 1, {ei} E 9(S) . 
! 
In Section 2 we define convolution of vector measures: 9(S) -+ L(A] 
which represent [weakly] compact operators: C,(S, A) -+ A. Therefore 
convolution of the related operators is defined. We then show in Section 3 
that the space of all the [weakly] compact operators: C,(S, A) -+,4 is a 
convolution Banach algebra with the space of all the [weakly] compact 
multipliers of A as a subalgebra . In particular Corollary 3.2 shows that the 
convolution defined here is the same as that defined by [ 16) in our case. 
Relationships between operators on continuous function spaces and 
properties of their representing measures are studied, for example, by R. 
Bilyeu and P. Lewis [4], G. W. Johnson [15] and the author [7]. A charac- 
terization of multipliers of C,(S, A): C,(S, A)-+ C,(S, A), which are not 
necessarily [weakly] compact, is given in Section 4 in terms of their 
representing measures. A simple example is given in Section 5 to illustrate 
results of this paper. 
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2. CONVOLUTION OF OPERATORS 
Throughout this section we always assume that S is a locally compact 
semitopological semigroup. 
Notation 2.1. The set of [weakly] compact operators: C,(S, A) + A is 
denoted by K(S, A) [ W(S, A)]. The set of all the corresponding measures: 
.8(S) + L [A ] is denoted by MK(S, A) [MW(S, A) ] (see, for example, [5, pp. 
155-1561). 
Then W(S, A) and K(S, A) are isometrically isomorphic to MW(S, A) and 
MK(S, A), respectively, where MK(S, A) and MW(S, A) are endowed with 
the semivariation orm V. 
For y E MW(S, A), there is a finite regular Bore1 measure 1 such that for 
e E .2(S), 
and 
lim ,lilEba S,@, e) = 0. 
Following White [ 16, Theorem 1.51 we shall say that A is a scalar measure 
associated with ,u. Let r be another scalar measure associated with ,u. Then it 
is easily verified that for supports of A, t, supp A = supp r and that if 
x 6? supp 2 and U c S is an open set containing x such that U n supp A= 4, 
then S&, U) = 0. It is also straightforward to show that S&u, S) = 
S&u, supp A). Supports of weakly regular measures ,D, supp ,u, are defined in 
[5]. We remark that supp P = supp A. 
For ,u, v E MW(S, A), the algebra of all the finite, disjoint unions of 
rectangles of the form A X B, where A E &?(supp,~), B E 9(supp v), is 
denoted by R(u, v). A function F: supp ,U x supp v +A is called totally 
measurable with respect o R@, V) if it is the uniform Iimit of a net {F,} of 
A-valued simple functions over R(u, v). Note that in this setting F is the 
uniform limit of a net iff it is the uniform limit of a sequence. The set of all 
the totally measurable functions over R(,u, v) is denoted by M(R (u, v), A). 
Then M(R(,a, v), A) may be viewed as a subset of Cl(S x S, A). 
Before we come to the next lemma, let us recall that for T: C,(S, A) -P A, 
there is a unique bounded linear operator U,: C,(S) --t L [A] such that 
u,u-)x = w-o x> (J-E C,(S), x E A 1. 
Let p: .9(S) + L[A] be the representing measure of T. It is shown in [8] 
that T is weakly compact iff U, is weakly compact and that, since Us(f)x = 
ox = T”(f@ x) for fE Cl;(S) and x E A, the representing measure for T 
and for U, are the same in this case. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For ,U E MW(S, A), 
j-m = js,,,,m U-E WG A)). 
Proof. Since I(S\supp~) = 0 we see that S&, S\supp,u) = 0 and so 
I s,sUPp B g & = 0 for g E C,(S). From the remark above this lemma we have 
immediately 
u s;,.pp,gd~~x=~s,~“pP~~g~x~d~ 
for g E GW> xEA. Therefore, since C,(S, A) = C,(S) 0 A, 
s S,suppJdp = 0 for SE C,(S, A) and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2.3. For p, v E MK(S, A) [MW(S, A)], there is a unique 
p * v E MK(S, A) [MW(S, A)] such that 
j/d01 * v) = j 44) jfW Wt) (J-E C,(S, A)). 
Proof. For simple function F: supp ,U X supp v -+ A defined by F(s, t) = 
CT= 1 .7J/“= 1 l,+ ej(s, t) xjj9 we write 
T(F) = 2 p(e,) f v(ej) xij, 
i=l j=l 
where e, E .9(supp cl), ej E .8(supp v) and (ei x ej} are disjoint. Then 
T(F) = j d4 F(s, t) dv 
SUPP u S”PP L’ 
and 
II WI G I,,,,, 
/I 
F(s, t)dv SC@, SUPP~) I/ 
G llF[I WY SUPPPU) qv, SUPP v). 
For FE M(R(,u, v), A), let {F,, 1 be a sequence of A-valued R(,u, v)-simple 
functions such that F, + F uniformly. Define T: M(R@, v), A) -+ A by 
T(F) = lim T(F,). 
Then T is well defined and 
T(F) = j 61 F(s, t) dv (F E M(R Cu, v), A 1). SUPP Lc SUPP ” 
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Set 
K= 2 ,u(e,) t v(ej) Xij: ei E S(SUpp p), f?j E .9(SUpp V), 
i=l j=l 
(ei x ej} are disjoint and xij E B(A) 
Each CL 1 P(ei> C,J= 1 ( j> ij v e x can be rewritten as CF=, p(e,!) Cy=, v(ej) xi,i 
with {e; } E P(S). Set 
K, = 
i 
5 p(ei) xi: {ei} E .9(S), Xi E B(A) . 
i=l I 
Then K 2 V(V) K,. Therefore, since ,U E MK(S, A) [MW(S, A)], K, and so K 
is [weakly] conditionally compact. Let 
H = G T7 1 
i - iZl j 1 
eixej @ Xij: f?i E s(SUPP P), ej E s(SUPP v>~ 
{ei x e,i) are disjoint, xij E B(A) . 
i 
Then T(H) = K and the operator T: M(R@, v), A) --t A is [weakly J compact. 
For fE C,(S, A), denote J(s, t) =f(st). Then F: S x S -+ A is a bounded 
separately continuous function. From [9, Section 19, Proposition 1 ],fcan be 
approximated uniformly by functions of the form Cr= ,&xi with& E C,(S), 
xi EA. Therefore F, when restricted to supp,u x supp V, is in M(R@, v), A) 
from [ 14, Theorem 1.4) ([ 141 shows that every bounded separately 
continuous function on S x S is Bore1 measurable on the support of every 
product measure, but it is clear from that proof that the result is true as 
stated here). Set 
MU-> = W> U-E Cd& A 1). 
Then F: C,(S, A) -+ A is [weakly] compact and so there is p ;k v E MK(S, A) 
[MW(S, A)] such that 
jf d@ * v> = W = js,,, B & j F(s, t) dv 
SUPP u 
for fE C&S, A). From the proof of Lemma 2.2, we see 
i.pp,dp~s”pp” 
I;,& t) dv = 1 dp j F,(s, t) dv (F, E HI. s s 
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and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let T,, T2 E K(S,A) [ W(S,A)] and let ,u, v be their 
representing measures in MK(S, A) [MW(S, A)]. Define the convolution 
T, * T, by 
T, * TO-1 = T(F) (SE C,(S, A I>, 
where T and F are defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3 above. Then T, * T,: 
C,(S, A) + A is well defined. We note that T, * T, E K(S, A) [ W(S, A)] and 
that p * v is the representing measure of T, * T,. 
3. CONVOLUTION ALGEBRAS OF OPERATORS 
We suppose again that S is a locally compact semitopological semigroup 
in this section. To show that K(S, A) [ W(S, A)] is a convolution Banach 
algebra we have to show first that convolution is associative. 
THEOREM 3.1. The space MW(S,A) and MK(S, A) are convolution 
Banach algebras. 
Proof: We note first that for p, v E MW(S, A),fE C,(S, A), 
Therefore V’($ * u) < V@) V(v). 
Let F be a bounded separately complex-valued continuous function on 
S x Se Then F lSUppa x supp v9 as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, is the uniform 
limit of a sequence of the form CT! I Cj”= 1 leixej . aij, where ei E ~(SUPP PLI), 
ej E S(supp v), oij E C. Therefore 
F(s, t) dv 
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for every bounded separately complex-valued continuous function F and 
x E A. Therefore 
Now, since every function in C,(S,A) can be approximated uniformly by 
functions of the form C;= ,Axi with fi E C,(S), xi E A, from [ 16, Theorem 
2.1 ] we see that for every bounded separately continuous A-valued function 
F, 
s + I F(s, t) dv J (s E S) 
and 
I + 
J 
F(s, t) dp (t E s> 
are continuous functions. 
By repeating verbatim the last part of the proof of [ 16. Theorem 3.2 ] we 
see that 
,f d@ *v> =j 44s) Jf.(s4 dv(t) 
for every bounded continuous A-valued function f on S. The associativity of 
convolution now follows immediately and this completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
For ,u, v E MW(S, A), A. J. White defines convolution P @ v of ,LL, v in 
[ 161. The following corollary shows, as we have expected, that ,u x v and 
p @ v are the same in our case. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For p, v E MW(S, A), p * v =,u @ v. 
Proof: For fE C,(S), let F(s, t) =f(st). With similar proof of the 
Theorem we see 
(jhuw+=jWWdw 
= T, * T,(f@ x> U-E G(S)h 
where T,, T2 are the corresponding operators for ,u, v, respectively. From 
181, D @ v is the representing measure of T, * T, and so ,u @ v = ,U * v. 
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Before we come to the next theorem let us recall that T: C,(S, A) -+ A is 
called a multiplier of A if T(f@ xv) = T(f@ x)y = xT(f@ y) forfE C,(S), 
x,y E A and that T is a multiplier of A iff its representing measure p(e): 
A -+ A” is a multiplier for each e E 9(S) [6]. 
The space of [weakly] compact operators: C,(S, A) -+ A which are 
multipliers of A is denoted by K,(S, A) [ W,(S, A)]. 
THEOREM 3.3. The spaces W(S, A) and K(S, A) are convolution Banach 
algebras with W,,,(S, A) and K,(S, A) as subalgebras, respectively. 
Proof We shall only prove that if T,, T, E W,,,(S, A) then T, * T, is 
also a multiplier of A. Let ,u, v be the representing measures of T,, T,, 
respectively, and let T be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Forf@ g E 
C,(S) @ C,,(S), x, y E A, we see 
T((f@ 8) 0 XY> = j 44s) j-f(s) g(t) XY dv(t) 
= jfW 44s) 1’ g(t)y dv(t) 
= xT((f@ g> 0 Y> 
= T((fO 8) 0 X)Y, 
since T,, T, are multipliers of A. By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, we 
conclude that T, * T2 is a multiplier of A. 
4. MULTIPLIERS 
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Multipliers of C,(S, A): 
C,(S, A) -+ C&S, A), which are not necessarily [weakly] compact, are 
characterized in terms of their representing measures in this section. We first 
need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a Banach algebra and let T. A + A be a bounded 
linear operator. Then T satisfies f T(g) = T(f )g for allf, g E A iflFT”(G) = 
T”(F)G for all F, G E A”. 
Proof. Since A E A”, we only prove the necessity. For f’ E A’, 
FT”(G)(f’) = F(T”(G) f '), 
T”(F) G(f ‘) = T”(F)(Gf ‘) = F(T’(Gf’)). 
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ForfEA, 
T”(G)f’(f) = T”(G)(f’f) = W”‘(f’f)h 
T’(Gf’)(f) = Gf’K.0 = G(f’V1. 
Now since T is a multiplier, we see that f/T(f) = T’(f’f). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.2. The operator T: C,(S, A)+ C,(S, A) is a multiplier of 
C,N A) sff 
CL, 0 -4W2)y) = Ol(el)x)(le, ON foralle,,e,E3(S)andx,yEA. 
Proof: Suppose (I,, @x)@(e,)y) = @(e&)(1,, 0~) for all e,,e, E 
3(S) and x, y E A. Then 
Note that every function in C,(S, A) is the uniform limit of a sequence of A- 
valued simple functions of the form Cyz, (lei @ xi) and that the uniform 
norm of Cy=r (lei@ xi) and /]Cr=, (lci @ xi)]], when it is considered as an 
element in C;(S, A), is the same [S, Lemma 2.11. From the linearity of the 
integral[2, p. 3421 and Bartle’s Bounded Convergence Theorem [2, p. 3451, 
by passing to the limit, we see that fT(g) = T(f)g for all A g E C,(S, A). 
The proof of the converse is fairly straightforward from Lemma 4.1, 
5. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
We conclude with an example to illustrate results of this paper. Let S be 
the set of natural numbers equipped with the discrete topology and let A be a 
Banach algebra. Let {a,} be a sequence of complex numbers such that 
CpzO] a,] is convergent. Define T: C,(S, A) + A by 
Tf = x a,f, (f = (fn> E GG A)). 
Then the representing measure p of T is defined by p(E) = C,,,, a,, and 
p: .B(S) + L [A]. Therefore operator U,: C,(S) -+ L[A], and so the operator 
T, is weakly compact ([ 12, p. 4931 and 181). Furthermore T is a multiplier 
of A and p(E): A -+ A is a multiplier for each E E .9(S). Let {p,} be another 
sequence of complex numbers such that C ]/?,I is convergent and let 
v: .9(S) + L[A] be the weakly compact measure defined by the sequence 
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{/I,). The Cauchy product CFzO yn of C a, and Cp, is defined by yn = 
CEO GLk. Then 
,u@v(E)=p*v(E)= x y, 
llEE 
and ,U * u is defined by the sequence {r, }. 
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